Pulsar LED Fixtures Illuminate State-Of-The-Art Serbian Bridge
Belgrade, Serbia

The Bridge on Ada Island spans the river Sava in Belgrade Serbia, crossing
the tip of Ada Ciganlija Island and connecting the municipalities of Čukarica
and Novi Beograd. Not only is the bridge a landmark architectural structure
and one of the longest single-pylon, asymmetric, cable-stayed bridges in
the world, but it also provides increased network capacity for the area’s
transportation infrastructure. After nearly 5 years of construction, the bridge
officially opened on the first of the year 2012, boasting 2,256 LED fixtures
including 30 Pulsar TriColour ChromaFlood200s for the illumination of inner
pylon and tip, and 1032 1.8m TriColour ChromaStrip25s for the underside
of the carriageway.
Gulf Line International Trading Co., a Dubai-based full service provider
of bespoke light fittings for commercial and hospitality projects, worked
together with manufacturers and sub-contractors to design, supply,
supervise, and install all of the decorative lighting. Although the construction
of the bridge began years ago, the installation of the lighting only began
towards the end of November 2011. Gulf Line Int’l supervised all aspects
of the light installation and managed each team of the manufacturers
involved: Pulsar Light (UK), Musco Lighting (USA), Planet Lighting (Australia),
as well as sub-contractors DC Energocoop (Serbia).
“The Client’s initial request was to illuminate the tip and faces of the 200m
tall pylon (both inner and outer surfaces) along with the 80 stay cables
supporting the bridge connected to the pylon, the underside of the
carriageway and the bicycle/foot paths along the bridge’s sides,” explained
Gulf Line Assistant Project Director Igor Djordjevic. “The unique solution

offered by Gulf Line Int’l used only LED fixtures, as requested by the client,
to illuminate all parts of the bridge and in total over 2,256 LED fixtures were
used. Gulf Line Intl’s proposal utilized fixtures from several manufacturers
around the world specializing in different aspects of the project. Using this
knowledge, and the fact that Pulsar focuses primarily on RGB LEDs and has
a reputation as being amongst the best companies for dynamic colour
changing LED fixtures, Gulf Line Int’l detailed the request of the Client and
together with Pulsar came up with the most effective solutions both priceand design-wise.”
Pulsar’s ChromaFlood200s were chosen specifically for the illumination of
inner pylon and tip due to the Client’s request for the inner faces of the
pylon to be illuminated in a range of colors as opposed to just white.
Additionally, the Pulsar ChromaStrip25s were spec’d for the illumination of
underside of carriageway because the Client requested a linear strip that
would span the length of the bridge and be bright enough to be visible
from a distance. The ChromaStrips fitted not only the brief but also the
limited installation space under the carriageway.
“The Pulsar products detailed above met all of the requirements and the
Client was more than satisfied with the results,” Djordjevic concludes. “Pulsar
offers a high quality range of products with a very high level of service to
go with them. They are focused on colour controllable LED fixtures and
offer a very up-to-date set of products, which is extremely important when
dealing with the ever changing LED technology.”

Based in the heart of Cambridge UK, Pulsar develops and manufactures LED lighting and lighting control solutions for professional architectural and entertainment applications around the world.
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